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Thus it is:
permanent short-circuit current ~~ short-circuit field flux
ur:^	— syn(    onous
™	___
self-induction	.    ~ self-inductive reactance"" x\
20* Let <lh = field flux of a three-phase alternator (or, in general,
polyphase alternator) at open circuit, and this alternator be short-
eircuitecl at the time t « 0. The field flux then gradually dies
down, by the dissipation of its energy in the field circuit, to the
short-eirexnt field flux <I>o, as indicated by the curve $ in Fig. 21 A.
If m = ratio
armature reaction plus self-induction _ x®
armature self-induction	"" Xi '
it is <I>i «s ?ft<[>Q, and the initial value of the field flux consists of the
permanent part *o, and the transient part <!>' = <I>i —<I>o «* (m— 1)
<I>o. This is a rather slow transient, frequently of a duration of a
second or more.
The armature currents ii, 7*2, i» are proportional to the field flux
<I> which produces them, and thus gradually decrease, from initial
values, which are as many times higher than the final values as 4>i
is higher than <I% or m times, and are represented in Fig. 21 B,
The resultant m.m.f. of the armature currents, or the armature
reaction, is proportional to the currents, and thus follows the same
field transient, an shown by F in Fig. 2 1C.
The field-exciting current in to at open circuit as well as in the
permanent condition of short circuit. In the permanent condition
of short circuit., the field current ?o combines with the armature
reaction Fo, which in demagnetising, to a resultant m.m.f., which
produces the nhort-eirniit flux *<j. During the transition period
the field flux <t> is higher than 4>o, and the resultant m.m.f. must
therefore be higher in the name proportion* Since it is the dif-
ference between the field current and the armature reaction F, and
the latter is proportional to <I>, the field currant thus must also be
* If tha machine were open-circuited before the short circuit, otherwise
the field flux existing before the short circuit. It horefrom follows that the
momentary «hort-eircuit current oHHentiaHy depends on the field flux, and
thereby the voltage of the machine, before thes Bhort circuit, but is practically
independent of the load on the machine before the short circuit and the field
excitation corresponding to this load.

